Look at the numbers on the pictures and write the occupations vocabulary in the crossword puzzle.
ANSWER KEY

Across
4. butcher
6. cook
7. pilot
9. vet
10. farmer
12. nurse
13. painter
14. singer
15. dentist

Down
1. hairdresser
2. baker
3. doctor
5. tailor
8. teacher
11. engineer
14. secretary
Look at the numbers on the pictures and write the occupations vocabulary in the crossword puzzle.

1. [Picture of a man in a suit with a microphone]
2. [Picture of a woman holding a flower]
3. [Picture of a fire]
4. [Picture of a man painting]
5. [Picture of a man working on a car]
6. [Picture of a woman dancing]
7. [Picture of a woman cooking]
8. [Picture of a man holding a knife]
9. [Picture of a man fixing a pipe]
10. [Picture of a woman playing saxophone]
11. [Picture of a woman gardening]
12. [Picture of a woman painting]
13. [Picture of a woman writing]
14. [Picture of a woman in a lab coat]
15. [Picture of an astronaut]
16. [Picture of a woman in a dress]
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ANSWER KEY

Across
4. florist
5. cashier
6. carpenter
10. musician
12. artist
13. mechanic
14. reporter
16. magician

Down
1. plumber
2. gardener
3. astronaut
7. chemist
8. ballerina
9. dancer
11. coach
15. barber
Look at the numbers on the pictures and write the occupations vocabulary in the crossword puzzle.
ANSWER KEY

Across

2. miner
6. optician
8. diver
9. judge
11. soldier
13. sculptor
14. surgeon
15. welder
16. archeologist

Down

1. architect
3. receptionist
4. lawyer
5. pharmacist
7. builder
10. realtor
12. lumberjack
ANSWER KEY

Across
6. electrician
8. cleaner
10. photographer
12. dustman
13. captain
15. shoemaker
16. librarian

Down
1. zookeeper
2. hunter
3. politician
4. postman
5. driver
7. firefighter
9. director
11. fisherman
14. detective
OCCUPATIONS CROSSWORD PUZZLE 5

Look at the numbers on the pictures and write the occupations vocabulary in the crossword puzzle.
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ANSWER KEY

Across
2. businesswoman
3. salesman
5. saleswoman
6. handywoman
9. foreman
10. postman
11. policeman
13. waiter
14. waitress

Down
1. forewoman
2. businessman
4. handyman
7. actress
8. postwoman
10. policewoman
12. actor